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The heart of our campus skips a beat (for a few years)

Asbestos was discovered in our library building in January of 2020. The campus 
decided to undergo an asbestos abatement and accelerate a full building renovation 
which had originally been scheduled for five years in the future. The abatement and 
renovation will require that the building be closed for four to five years.



While our collection is still locked in the building, some fond memories of 
our circulating collection:



Reducing the circulating collection

The Library will be occupying a significantly smaller footprint during the building 
renovation. Additionally, any item removed from the library building has to be 
cleaned of asbestos which has an associated cost. For these reasons, we have 
been encouraged to reduce the size of our circulating collection and be selective 
in choosing which books are to be retained for our permanent collection.

Here’s how we did it...



Reducing the circulating collection

In selecting which materials were to be retrieved from our library building, we 
had to first establish our priorities and the best metrics to select books that 
would likely have the highest impact on teaching and research at SUNY 
Geneseo. 

We evaluated each book with the idea that it would be discarded, unless it fit 
one or more of the following criteria...

Iago One, Wikimedia

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PieChartFractionOneThirdSplit.svg


Weeding criteria:

Books which fit the following criteria were selected for retrieval and retention:

● Books of value to local and College history
● Books with circulation history according to subject area:

○ Humanities: 10 years of circulation history
○ Social Sciences: 7 years of circulation history
○ Sciences: 5 years of circulation history

● Books purchased in the last 10 years
● Computer Science select list (we no longer have a Computer Science program)
● Former Reference
● Publication year before 1915
● Unique holdings in SUNY
● Titles flagged by faculty

Made, AU, NounProject

https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=gardening&i=1856729


Title search by 
select 

keywords

Bill’s Collection 
Manager tool which 

compiled and 
analyzed circulation 
statistics from Aleph

Creation Date & 
Publication Date

(We did not have 
Acquisitions data)

Physical item search 
using permanent 

location and sorting 
by call number

Our Data Sources:

Alex Muravev, RU, NounProject
Icon Lauk, ID, NounProject
ibrandify, PK, NounProject
Lluisa Iborra, ES, NounProject

https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=pencil%20hand%20drawn&i=858478
https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=wrench&i=2382426
https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=calendar&i=2895486
https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=shelving&i=1539131


Additional Analysis:

In addition, we also worked with SLSS to identify books in our collection for which there 
were few or zero other SUNY libraries with holdings on the same OCLC record. For 
some of these books, we simply attached our holdings to a record not used by other 
SUNY libraries. For other books, few or zero holdings existed in SUNY.

https://www.suny.edu/impact/report-card/acsuny/consortia.cfm

https://www.suny.edu/impact/report-card/acsuny/consortia.cfm


Our workflow with SLSS:

Export list of OCLC 
numbers for books in 
main collection from 

Alma

Send the list of OCLC 
numbers to SLSS for 

analysis

Receive list of OCLC numbers back 
from SLSS, with the OCLC symbols 

of other SUNY libraries with 
holdings on the same record

Filtered YGM 
holdings only

Upload the list of OCLC 
numbers to Bill’s 

Collection Management 
tool

Identify which books were not already 
selected for retention and append 

bibliographic and circulation information to 
those books for further analysis



Communication with Faculty

We shared a list with faculty as a separate Primo View of the books we planned to not 
retrieve from the library building which they could browse and flag books for retention using 
the Purchase Request feature.



Communication with Faculty



Communication with Faculty

We shared a list with faculty in a Google Sheet of the books we planned to retain which they 
could browse.



Let’s talk about data!

https://bbvaopen4u.com/en/actualidad/four-interesting-ideas-harness-big-data

https://bbvaopen4u.com/en/actualidad/four-interesting-ideas-harness-big-data


Our Circulation History - A Tale of Data Rescue
https://youtu.be/ALxFwkNIHd0?t=88

In August 2019, the Aleph server was shut down. 
Libraries were responsible for exporting reports 
(like detailed circulation reports) out of Aleph.  

Only the total number of circulations were sent to 
Alma from Aleph in the migration. 

https://youtu.be/ALxFwkNIHd0?t=88


How did we get the data?!?

Circ reports were gathered using 
Circulation Statistics by Title 

(custom-51)



What did the export look like?

Fields



Aleph Reports Exported

Milne’s collection codes, with 
report types for all circs, zero 

circs, and summary circs

Circ reports were run for 
January through June, and 

July through December

Example Aleph custom-51 export 



How was the Aleph data loaded?

Iconeu, NounProject
Adrien Coquet, FR, NounProject
Iconomania, NounProject

The custom-51 report (above) was transformed 
into a json file using a csv-to-json python script:

And loaded into a 
MySQL database using 

PHP pages

https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=database&i=846776
https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=transform&i=2103686
https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=load&i=1223615


How was the Alma data loaded?

Iconeu, NounProject
Adrien Coquet, FR, NounProject
Iconomania, NounProject

Each spreadsheet was transformed into a json file 
using a csv-to-json python script:

And loaded into a 
MySQL database using 

PHP pages

We created a set in Alma for all of our holdings in our main collection (MCIRC), and the 
export produced 5 spreadsheets

https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=database&i=846776
https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=transform&i=2103686
https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=load&i=1223615


How was the data loaded?

Add SUNY 
Holdings 

list 

Remove ocm, ocn, & 
(OCoLC) prefixes

Append 
circs, call 

numbers, & 
pub year

Add Alana’s 
retainer list

Dedupe the SUNY 
Holdings list with 

Alana’s retainer list

Add 
Institution 

Counts
2.

3.

Add Aleph 
circ data 

Split call number to only 
letters and add range 

number

Create MMS ID 
for item for 
matching

1.



Using the Alma MCIRC Export as the Foundation Table

Geneseo’s 
circulation 

history history

Unique holdings in SUNY

Alana’s 
retainer list



FUN FACT!  The trick of selecting a Call Number range

How do you write a mathematical equation for 
items in the range B through F?

Range >= B and Range <=F

Ask yourself, what is greater than B?  What is 
less than F?

To solve the challenge of selecting a call 
number range, I ordered all of the Call 
Numbers alphabetically and then assigned 
each a number in ascending order.

This is too mathy...



SUNY Geneseo Collection Analysis Tool



2004 was the first full year of data

2019 was from January to June

SUNY Geneseo’s Circulation Trend (2003 - 2019)



MCIRC Titles by Circulation Count

View 
Aleph 

circ 
history

View 
Primo 
item 

record

View OCLC item record



MCIRC Titles by Circulation Count:  
Select Circ Year and Call Number Range



SUNY Geneseo Circulations by Unique Title



Circulation Export from Collection Analysis Tool



Drilling down to the MCIRC unique holdings



calthomas, Pixabay

Next steps...

https://pixabay.com/photos/steps-stones-river-water-path-2375617/


Planning for Space & Flagging Books for Retention

With our retention list in hand, we also took steps to plan for space in our temporary 
location:

● Estimated the linear feet that the circulating collection would occupy in the 
temporary space

● Identified the aisle location for each book to determine if it would be more cost 
effective to clean an entire range of books rather than pull and clean books 
one-by-one.

We opted to flag books one-by-one and armed a team of staff members from Access 
Services and Collection Management with clipboards, pencils, lists, and masks to flag 
books with brightly colored tape.

Joshua Willson, Pixabay

https://pixabay.com/images/id-1075086/


Thank Goodness for 2019 SUNYLA!



Map of Main Circulating Collection



Challenges and the Big Discovery:

Not surprisingly, we encountered a few challenges along the way:
● Managing data from two systems:

○ Not all the same data points were included in a file export from Bill’s 
Collection Manager tool and Alma so exports from both systems had to be 
reconciled.

● Call numbers in Microsoft Excel
● Project management and shifting priorities
● Acquisitions data (or lack thereof)
● Analyzing the OCLC holdings data supplied to us by SLSS

The big discovery … 



We discovered how MMS IDs are made …

For Geneseo, MMS IDs are formatted as:  

99 + gen_bib_number + 0204833

 Gyan Lakhwani, Noun Project



juv: Juvenile Fiction (TERC)
E:  History of the Americas
PS:  American Literature
PR:  English Literature
F:  History of the Americas
HQ: The Family. Marriage. Women
PN:  Literature (General)
DS: History of Asia
PQ: French/Italian/Spanish/

Portuguese Literature
BF: Psychology

Circulation Trends at Milne Library by Call Number



Takeaways & Lessons Learned

● Can’t save ‘em all (value of shared collection building)
● Clear understanding of priorities
● Communication with stakeholders
● Time commitment to conduct analysis and create weeding lists
● Plan for multiple scenarios

"DSCN1237" by John Part is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/photos/22403572@N05/2161441525
https://www.flickr.com/photos/22403572@N05
https://search.creativecommons.org/photos/null?ref=ccsearch&atype=rich


Thank you!

Alana Nuth, Head of Collection Management
Bill Jones, Digital Resources and Systems Librarian

Questions?


